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Project Overview »
We began with the question: Which is the
most effective way to approach library
instruction for nursing students:
1. face to face,
2. blended (a combination of tutorial

Methodology »
One of the medical librarians, trained in systematic reviews,
created the search strategy. The team used the following
electronic databases:

To answer the question, we approached it
in the way our health sciences professors

In our search, we found there is instruction
done but not by librarians; librarians are
not assessing (or unsure how to assess),
and the level of instruction varies from
one-shots to integration into the
curriculum.

that librarians can use to build assessment
into instruction through collaboration with
instructional designers, as well as increase
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terminology, pedagogy, information literacy, ACRL
Framework, and educational measurements. A Refworks
folder containing references for the included articles can be
viewed @ http://bit.ly/LAC2020Working

With this in mind, we identify approaches
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and clinicians have done for years: a
systematic review of the literature.

Everyone reviewed the 15 articles and documented themes for each.
The seven codes below were developed based on the reviewer’s
themes. The table shows which themes pertain to which articles.
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Findings »

Practical Implications »
Studies
included faceto-face
teaching
modalities,
even for online
courses.

Studies involved
more than oneshot instruction,
included online
contact
& consultations.

program sustainability by advocating for
ourselves with faculty.

Studies included
high number of
participants,
indicating teaching
techniques can be
effective at scale.

Strong
assessment in
most of the
studies; preand post-tests,
assignments
offered
competency
measurement.

Studies revealed
advanced
technology use
or skills are not
needed to
conduct
successful
instruction.

Studies shared
challenges as well
as successes,
both valuable
when planning an
intervention.

Friendraising a
multidisciplinary team
is key for success:
subject expert faculty
+ librarians +
instructional
designers.

Education
research
articles can be
good source
for models of
rubrics,
surveys,
methods.

